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ABSTRACT. This paper describes the results of experimental investigation on 
flow behavior below vibrating sluice gate models considering different gate 
bottom thicknesses. The pressure and force acting on gate bottom during 
underflow were measured. Based on Euler number variation on gate bottom. a 
criteria has been developed in terms of upstream head. gate opening ratio and 
gate bottom thickness for identifying the three cases of flow behavior below 
the gate as no· reattachment. stable reattachment and unstable reattachment'. 
Depending upon the criteria. the pressure and force fluctuation data were ana· 
lyzed in detail and the analysis revealed that both stable and unstable reattach· 
ment generate self excitation of the gate and consequently increases hydrody· 
namic loading significantly. 

1. Introduction 

Vertical lift sluice gates are commonly used for flow regulation and measurement in a 
variety of hydraulic structures. They operate mostly under conditions of underflow and 
the pulsations in flow underneath the gate is the major cause for gate vibrations[1.l7]. 
These pulsations are the result of flow separation from the upstream edge of the gate 
bottom and subsequent reattachment at a certain downstream location. These separa
tions and reattachment cause fluctuations in the pressure distribution underneath the 
gate and therefore the study of the pressure distribution - both mean and fluctuation 
components - at the gate bottom assumes importance for understanding the dynamic 
behavior below the gate. For gates with underflow, the separation and subsequent reat
tachment of flow with the gate bottom plays an important role in the hydrodynamic 
loading. It is therefore necessary to examine this flow pattern in more detail. 

For high values of Reynold number, it is known that the configuration of the separa
tion streamline is primarily a function of the geometry of boundaries[3.4,5,7J. In the pre
sent case of underflow with free water surface upstream and downstream of the gate, 
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eventually the boundaries are determined by the upstream water level, the gate opening 
and 'thickness and the downstream water level with respect to gate bottom. Thus in 
some cases, the separation streamline may go clearly off the gate bottom and eventually 
join downstream free water surface without attaching itself to the gate .bottom. On the 
other hand, in some other cases it may reattach itself to the gate bottom[3.171. If the loca
tion of the reattachment is far upstream of the trailing edge of the gate bottom (before 
the centre line), the reattachment is considered stable. For location near the trailing 
edge of the gate bottom, it is considered unstable. These are demonstrated schematical
ly in Fig. I. 

b 

~o 

(a) CASE-I: NO REATTAC~ENT 

b 

(b) CASE-II' STABLE REATTACHMENT 

Ie) CASE-1Il: UNSTABLE REATTACHMENT 

FIG. I. Schematic diagram of flow behavior below gate showing (a) No-reattachment, (b) Stable reattach
ment, (c) Unstable reattachment. 
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In the case of no-reattachment on the gate bottom, less interaction between the 
resulting shear layer and the gate may take place giving rise to lower intensity of pres
sure and force fluctuations on the gate bottom. In the stable reattachment case, strong 
feedback is expected to establish arid self-excitation of the gate may generate. In the 
unstable case, although the feedback is strong, the self-excitation is unstable. The latter 
two conditions, i.e., stable and unstable reattachment, are important for flat bottom 
sluice gate; 

In the light of the foregoing discussions, a possible parameter describing the geome
try of boundaries may be identified as the ratio of the gate bottom thickness to the depth 
above the gate opening, bl(HI-ao)' with the notations used in the definition (Fig. I). 
Thus, this parameter is believed to serve as a criteria for identifying the different cases 
of no-reattachment, stable reattachment and unstable reattachment. In this context it 
may be mentioned that Naudascher and Locher! 1 I] in their studies on flow induced 
forces on a protruding wall, adopted a parameter bit, t being the protrusion height, sim
ilar to the above parameter which is appropriate for their case of pressure tunnel model. 
On the other hand, Hardwick!3] in his studies on vertical lift gatys, had chosen the gate 
opening ratio, aJb as the criterion for the classification of flow behavior below the 
gate. 

In the absence of the observations on the location of the separation streamlines and 
the resulting shear layers in this study, it was decided to classify the pressure and force 
t1uctuation data into the three cases, based on the shape of mean pressure distribution 
diagram or Euler number variation diagram on the gate bottom. The cases for which the 
Euler number variation on the gate bottom are more or less uniform, are classified as 
those of no-reattachment, i.e., case I. The runs for which the Euler number variation or 
mean pressure distribution have peak value near the leading edge of the gate bottom 
(hefore the center line) followed by a receding trend are those of stable reattachment, 
i.e., case II. Lastly, the ones for which the peak Euler number is at or near the trailing 
edge of the gate bottom (after the center line) are taken as the case of unstable reattach
ment, i.e., case III and these can be ascertained by experimental evidences only. 

2. Experimental Set-up 

The experiments conducted in a 10m long rectangular flume, 0.24 m wide and 
0.69 m deep in which water was recirculated through an overhead tank arrangement. 
The supply pipe to the flume carried a pre-calibrated orifice meter with a manometer 
for discharge measurements. The test section consisted of proper sized grooves that 
were provided in the· vertical walls of the flume so as to set the gate model with a uni
form clearance of I mm for the gate to vibrate freely in vertical plane (Fig. 2). A tail 
gate was provided at the downstream end and pointer gauges were mounted on the 
flume side walls for depth measurements. All the gate models were 30cm wide and 
30cm high a'ld made of prespex sheet. The thickness of the hollow gate model were 
2.5,5,7.5 and IOcm. Pressure tapping were provided at close intervals on the gate bot
tom (10 tappings onlO cm thick gate). The tappings were connected through plastic 
cubing (longes( of (hem being about 90 cm) to an inductive type pressure transducer 
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with carrier amplifier (KWS/3S-5, HBM, Germany). A gauge well was constructed 1m 
upstream of the gate model to connect the pressure transducer at one end by the plastic 
tube to take advantage of undisturbed upstream water level as reference. It facilitated 
working with the higher magnitude of the transducer even if the mean pressure at the 
tapping on the gate bottom was larger and to compute the Euler number. The amplifier 
signal of the transducer at higher sensitivity was fed to strip chart recorder for the mea
surement of the pressure fluctuations with sampling time of 50 seconds. The conversion 
of data from the strip chart recorder into actual pressure fluctuations was carried out 
using a static calibration of the transducer. The dial reading of the carrier amplifier at 
low sensitivity gives directly the mean pressure head, (H,-p)y), Px being the pressure 
at the location of the tapping, HI is the upstream water level and ybeing the unit weight 
of water. In each run, the upstream and downstream water level, discharge and the gate 
opening were noted. For gross force measurement on the gate bottom, a strip of 8.5 cm 
along the gate thickness and 1.5 cm along the width was cut at the gate bottom at the 
center of the width. A thin phosphor bronze plate 9.8 x 2 cm in size was placed in 
groove and screwed to the gate bottom such that gate surface was flush with the gate 
bottom and properly glued to prevent leakage. Two semiconductor strain gauges 10 mm 
long, 0.25 mm wide and 0.025 m thick with a gauge factor of 95 and nominal resistance 
of 120 ohms were pasted on the inner surface of the plate, one at its end and another at 
its center. They were connected to half bridge circuit of universal amplifier and a strip 
chart recorder. The strain developed in the plate due to hydrodynamic force acting ver
tically on the plate and transmitted to the semiconductor gauges producing a signal that 
was amplified and recorded on a chart recorder. The strain strain gauge was precalibrat
ed so that the recorded output could be converted to gross force. 

From constant 
head lank 

I- '.60m 

ntrance chambeor 

Brick honey comb 

--I- , .88m 
Tail gate 

6.52 m 

FIG. 2. Plan of experimental set-up (not to scale). 
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, From the records, the ~ean and the root me~n squa~RMS) values of the fluctuat
Ing componentspand~p2 ofthepressureandFand..JF'2 0 f force respectively were, 
obtained. The coefficients were computed as follows 

- p-p Cp = __ 1 

b O.5pv~ 
(I) 

CF = F 
Ii O.5pAv~ 

(2) 

C'f 
Cp' =_"V_pp_ H2 

" O.5pv~ HI (3) 

, .[jl2 H 
CF = _2 

b O.5pAv~ HI 
(4), 

where p is mean pressure intensity at .\II~ II'~ ,11'''11 \In gate bottom, PI is reference pres
sure upstream of gate, v I is the velocity vi' Iluw under the gate, A is the bottom surface 
area of the gate, p is the mass density of liquid, p' is the fluctuation component of pres
sure, F is the mean gross force, F'is the fluctuating component 'of force, HI and H2 
being upstream and downstream ~ater deI?th respectively, CPb and C~b are mean and 
fluctuating pressure coefficients,C Fb and C Fb are mean and fluctuating gross force on 
gate bottom. 

3. Discussion of Results 

During underflow, the separation of flow from the upstream edge of the gate and 
subsequent reattachment at location downstream resulted in increased hydrodynamical 
loading in plane gate vibrations. The mean and fluctuating pressures and gross forces 
on the gate bottom are dependent on the velocity of water, 1'\, gate opening, aQ , gate 
width, B. gate thickness, b, and location of point x. where the pressure is to be mea
sured. Therefore one could write the following nondimensional equations 

, . - _ (x VI a" b B) (5 
Cp",Cp" -1; b' rn-;;'[;' H -a ,/;,1'/ ) 

va"g I" 

CF~;CFi}=f2( ~,~, b ,:,1J) (6) 
va"g b HI - a" 

in which 1J refers to the dynamic parameter of the gate, i.e., disturbing force, shaking 
force and exciting force, ... etc. 

3.1 Mean Pressure or Euler Number Variation 
The variation of mean pressure coefficient C P" or Euler number Et/b with a) b, xlb 

l!!}d Froude number, F/= VI / ..j(a"g ;was studied. It was noticed that the peak value of 
C p occurs close to the upstream edge of the flat bottom gate and decreases with 

b • 
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increasing xlb values as in Fig. 3(a), which may be due to reattachment of flow with 
the gate bottom. Also it appears that the C p starts increasing and attains a peale Its 
peak value while decreasing shifts slowly towfu.ds downstream for increased gate open
ing...!atio, thereby making the distribution more uniform for a/b = 1. There is no peak 
of C p values at all as in Fig. 3(b), this may be due to the absence of reattachment at 
largelgate openings. It was noted that, CPb has a less dependence on Fg and its value 
~creased slightly with increasing Fg • It also appears that the pattern of distribution of 
CPb for stationary gates sh~ws the same trend as for the vibrating one, but the values 
are somewhat lower. Also, CPb slowly decreases with increase in aspect ratio Bib for a 
given gate opening ratio. 
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FIG. 3. Typical variation of CPb with xlb on gate bottom for (a) ao / b = 0.4, (b) ao I b = 1, 

BIb = 3.0. 
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Figure 4 shows the variation of the peak me~pressure coefficient CPbm with alb 
for all the gate models. It is clear that the peak CPb value increases up to a particular 
gate opening ratio beyond which it decreases and assumes a constant value. For alb < 0.60, 
the peak of CPb is reached indicating th:.yresence of reattachment and for alb > 0.8, 
there is no peak and the distribution of CPb remained fairly constant at large opening 
ratios, indicating the absence of reattachment. This corroborates fairly well with other 
authors, Bhargava and Narasimhan(2) and Husain et al.!41. 
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FIG. 4. Variation of CPbm on gate bottom with aolb for different aspect ratio. Bib. 

The shape of mean pressure distribution diagram is shown typically in Fig. 3 & 4. 
Based on the study of all the pressure distribution data, the following approximate lim
iting values of { bl(HI - ao) ) for the classification of the flow into the different criteria 
was evolved. 

(i) Case I : No reattachment, bl(HI-ao) < 0.30. 
(ii) Case II : Stable reattachment, bl(HI-aO) > 0.60. 
(iii) Case III : Unstable reattachment, 0.3 < bl(HI-ao) < 0.60. 

The corresponding values of bit in the study of Naudascher and Locher[ 11] are 2.0, 
4.5 and between 2.0 and 4.5 respectively, for a tunnel height to protrusion height ratio 
of 6.0. The difference in the ranges seems to be understandable in view of the large dif-
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ference in the blockage ratio of the gate in the present study and protruding wall in that 
of Naudascher and Locher[lil. In contrast Hardwick[31 identified the limits of alb > 1.3, 
< 0.3 and between 1.3 and 0.3 for the three cases in the order. The difference could be 
attributed to the possible inadequacy of alb as the criterion for classification. 

3.2 Pressure and Force Fluctuations 

All the data of the present investigations have been classified according to the crite
ria laid above. In this subsection, the pressure and force fluctuation data of vibrating 
and stationary gate have been analyzed in detail in the light of the foregoing classifica
tions. 

3.2.1 Variation ofCP~mwith Fgand Bib 
The variation of peak value of pressure fluctuation, CP~m was already studied against 

alb and Fg for each value of Bib as shown in Fig. 5 & 6, indicating that the peak 
CP~m occurs at aolb = 0.6 and decreases assuming a constant value for increased value 
of aolb > 0.8, which agrees with the other authors (Bhargava and Narasimhan[2] and 
Husain et al.[4]. Also, the magnitudes of pressure. fluctuation are larger for fluctuating 
gates than the stationary ones. Figure 7 shows the data for CP~m versus F$ with Bib as 
third parameter plotted for the same typical values of gate opening ratios In the case of 
stable reattachment only. On the figure, tentative dashed lines have been drawn indicat
ing the trend, which demonstrates the prominent influence of Froude number, Fg , and 
aspect ratio, Bib, on the CP~m . It may be noted that CP~m is larger at smaller values of 
Bib for constant value of Fg and ao/b. Since the gate width, B, was held constant in !he 
present study the behavior mainly signifies the effect of gate thickness on the CPbm' 
This seems understandable since thicker gates have larger bottom area exposed to shear 
layer and reattaching flows. It 'is also noted that the lines for different Bib values tend 
to converge at higher Froude numbers. 
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3.2.2 Variation ofCp~mand CF~with Cavitation Parameter (K) 
In the study of Naudascher and Locher[ll], on a protruding wall in a pressure tunnel, 

they included a cavitation parameter, K = (P)-Pv)/O.5 PV[, PI and Pv being the mean 
ambient and vapor pressure respectively along with other parameters which affect the 
pressure and force fluctuations. They established a criterion K > 4 for no cavitation. In 
an attempt to compare the present data, the values of K were computed and Fig. 8 & 9 
show the values of CP~m and CF~ plotted against K for all three cases. As may be seen 
from these graphs, the values of K for the present data are very high and fall in the 
range of no cavitation. Further, the data also indicate high intensity of fluctuation for 
the case of stable reattachment, low intensity for the case of no-reattachment and in 
between for the case of unstable reattachment. The spread of data in each case is per
haps due to the influence of other parameters like Froude number, aspect ratio, ... etc. 

3.2.3 Effect of Self-Excitation on Force Flu~tuation 

It was noticed by the other investigators that the force fluctuation coefficients, CF; 
are magnified appreciably when the gate is allowed to vibrate and self excite it
selfl4.6.9.1I1. In other words int'lraction between the flow and gate is much more for a 
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gate allowed to vibrate than for a stationary one. It should be interesting to study the 
self-excitation effect of gate due to vibration on the value of CF" with relevant parame
ters for ~e case of stable reattachment, unstable reattachment and no-reattachment. The 
self-excitation coefficient, Cs (= CF'b for vibrating gate / CF'b for stationary gate), of 
CF; has been studied for one gate only. The classification of the underflow gate data as 
per criterion indicates that most of force fluctuation data fall under the criteria of stable 
reattachment {b/(H I -ao) > 0.6 }. Figure 10 shows a typical variation of Cs with Fg for 
stable reattachment case, indicating larger value of Cs for low value of Fg • This proves 
the values of CF~ is significantly larger for vibrating gates in comparison to stationary 
ones due to self-excitation when there is a stable reattachment with Fg ranging from 0.5 
to 2.5. 
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Conclusion 

1. Based on mean pressure distribution diagram on gate bottom a criterion has been 
developed by a parameter, b/(H\-ao) with the . values of < 0.3, > 0.6 and between 0.3 
and 0.6 respectively for identifying the three cases of flow behavior below the gate of 
no-reattachment, stable re~ttachment and unstable reattachment. 

2. The coefficient of pressure fluctuation, Cp'b' and force fluctuation, CF;, for 
vibrating gate have been found to be much larger for the case of stable and unstable 
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reattachment while there is little intensity of fluctuation for the case of no-reattachment. 
3. During stable and unstable reattachment the coefficients of force fluctuations 

were found to be larger for vibrating gates compared to stationary one as a result of 
self-excitation. The ratio of the fluctuation coefficient for vibrating and stationary gate, 
i.e., self-excitation coefficient seems to be strongly dependent on Froude number of 
underflow gates. 
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Notations 
an gate opening. 
b gate thickness. 
B gate width. 
CF' coet1icient of force fluctuation. 

CF/, CF on gate bottom. 
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Cp' 

Cpi, 
C, 
Enb 
F 

Fg 
11-/2 

F 
[ff 
g 

HI ,H2 

m 
p 

p 
gr 
VI 

X 

r 
", 
p 

pressure fluctuation coefficient. 
Cp' on gate bottom. 
self-excitation coefficient. 
Euler number. 
force. 
Froude number. 
functions. 
mean force. 

RMS value of force fluctuation. 
acceleration due to gravity. 
upstream and downstream heads. 
peak value. 
the pressure. 
the mean pressure 

RMS value of pressure fluctuation 
velocity under the gate. 

D. HI/selin el £II. 

location point of-pressure measurement. 
unit weight of water. 
dynamic parameter. 
mass density of fluid. 
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